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Third Grade – Review worksheet #05 

Name: ___________________________________________________________  

 

1. Underline the correct adjective in each sentence. 

 

a. Nick never got annoyed / annoying with the children even though they could 

sometimes be annoyed / annoying.  

b. Some of the fireworks in the display were disappointed / disappointing 

because they weren’t very colourful or loud. 

c. Sam is a terrible dancer. It’s so embarrassed / embarrassing if he asks you to 

dance.  

d. The journey home after the holiday was tired / tiring but we were all excited / 

exciting about going again next year.  

e. The guide was really interested / interesting in his work, which is why some of 

us thought he was a bit of an interested / interesting character.  

 

2. Look at these pairs of sentences. Rewrite the second sentence in each so that it 

means the same as the first. Use no more than three words.  

 

a. Sally always dresses in beautiful clothes.  

Sally is always ______________________ dressed.  

b. James is a really hard hitter when he plays baseball. 

James hits the ball ____________________ when he plays baseball. 

c. My cousin is an extremely good cook. 

My cousin cooks extremely ________________. 

d. Although my dog is so big, he is very gentle when he plays with the cat. 

My dog ___________________ with the cat although he is so big. 

e. The teacher told the class to be sensible.  

The teacher told the class to behave _________________. 

f. The clown did a silly dance when he came into the circus ring. 

The clown came into the circus ring and danced in ___________________. 

 

3. The people below all want a part-time job. Read the advertisement for eight part-time 

jobs. Decide which job would be the most suitable for each person. Write letters.  

 

3.1. Marco hopes to change his supermarket checkout job for an interesting 

weekend job connected with his course at art college. ____ 

3.2. Eddy hopes to be a professional actor and wants a part-time job that includes 

plenty of contact with the public. He must keep evenings and weekends free 

for acting with the local drama society. ____ 

3.3. Franchesca has excellent computer qualifications and experience. She wants 

a challenging job that she can combine with looking after her baby daughter. 

____ 

3.4. Lydia finds restaurant and sales work boring and would love to do something 

unusual before she returns to university in just over a fortnight’s time. ____ 
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3.5. Alicia is at university, and her hobby is cooking. She hasn’t had a job before 

as she is rather shy and feels uncomfortable dealing with the public. She can 

only work on Saturdays and Sundays.  

 

 

 
 

 

  


